FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Monday June 28th, 2021

Introducing: ‘Your Worldwide Internet
Report’ - new Substack from Talk
Liberation, Creators of panquake.com
“I looked all over the internet to try to find a headline news service that focuses
exclusively on the topics that matter most to social media users in this day and age. It
didn't exist. So we created it” - Talk Liberation Founder, Suzie Dawson
Next generation social media application Panquake came from a deep understanding of
the love/hate relationship so many of us have with social media - we love using social
media but really hate the way social media often uses us! There are so many players
manipulating laws, programs & fine print that we have become the product that the big
tech companies milk for profit - stealing our data, using it to force feed us advertising &
even manipulating what we get to see & read.
The internet environment is always changing and not always in your favor. Tech giants
can only handle us like this while we are passive and ignorant of the algorithms pulling
our strings. Our best defense is knowledge, recognizing and resisting their devious
strategies. But trying to keep up with what’s going on is hard work isn’t it? And who’s got
the time?
We have. We put in the research hours so you can understand the implications and
what’s important, then we let you know, straight to your inbox:
Talk Liberation is launching a groundbreaking new Substack called Your Worldwide
Internet Report - a weekly newsletter and video webcast, delivered to you like
clockwork!
Every week you will receive 2 updates to your inbox:
•

A news article covering the week’s developments in the online world

•

The latest episode of our headline news show Talk Liberation

•

Occasionally, we will post special guest interviews or other bonus content.

Presented by up and coming online journalist Taylor Hudak, your subscription will get
you high quality articles, interviews and the latest news from around the world on the
online issues and hot topics that affect us all. Technology, politics, privacy, law - the full

suite of internet news, curated and digestible in just a few minutes of your time each
week!
For a tiny $5 per month (or a discounted rate of $50 per year!) your Talk Liberation
Substack subscription will give you a role in shaping your own future, not allowing
greedy social media corporates to treat you and your data simply as a profit centre.
This news is too important for us to lock it behind a pay wall - so we haven’t.
However, those who elect to join the Talk Liberation Community are the engine
that will keep this machine running!
Be counted. Subscribe Now - you choose what you can afford.
And best of all, by subscribing to Your Weekly Internet Report you will be
indirectly supporting Panquake - the solution we are all waiting for!
Subscribe now

Join the Talk Liberation Community
Your subscription is your ticket to the Talk Liberation Community. Be part of a
community of people who share your interests. Talk with them directly & get straight
answers.
As a member of our Community, you can interact with Taylor and our team directly via
the Community section of our Substack page - talkliberation.substack.com. Give
feedback, ask questions, share your thoughts and be part of a community of people
who know how important it is to stay connected
Take the first step towards a better internet for all of us.
Talk Liberation - Your Worldwide Internet Report is brought to you by PANQUAKE.com:
We Don’t Hope, We Build!
It is also available in Spanish, Portuguese, German, French and Norwegian!

Visitors to Panquake.com are
a) joining a community dedicated to the delivery of a product which will
bring next generation solutions to a market that is hungry for change
b) successfully crowdfunding to contribute to the product development at
https://gogetfunding.com/panquake and
c) spreading the word that things can and will be different
With Big Tech algorithms, AI moderation and massive data breaches
rendering outdated, monopoly platforms obsolete, Panquake offers a vital
and timely solution.
On The Web
Official Website: Panquake.com
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/TalkLiberation
Twitter Account: https://www.twitter.com/Pan_quake
MEDIA ENQUIRIES: media@talkliberation.com

